The objective of this contribution is to present expositive review content on currently available experimental tools/services/concepts used for most emerging field Wireless Sensor Network that has capability to change many of the Information Communication aspects in the upcoming era. Currently due to high cost of large number of sensor nodes most researches in wireless sensor networks area is performed by using these experimental tools in various universities, institutes, and research centers before implementing real one. Also the statistics gathered from these experimental tools can be realistic and convenient. These experimental tools provide the better option for studying the behavior of WSNs before and after implementing the physical one. In this contribution 63 simulators/simulation frameworks, 14 emulators, 19 data visualization tools, 46 testbeds, 26 debugging tools/services/concepts, 10 code-updation/reprogramming tools and 8 network monitors has been presented that are used worldwide for WSN researches.
Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) employ a large number of miniature disposable autonomous devices known as sensor nodes to form the network without the aid of any established infrastructure. In a WSN, the individual nodes are capable of sensing their environments, processing the information locally and sending it to one or more collection points through a wireless link. Research activities in the area of WSNs need expositive performance statistics about scenario, systems, protocols, gathered data and applications. There are various experimental tools for fulfilling these requirements, someone are in practical use while others are in literatures.
There are some highly cited research contributions that present comparative study of some simulators, testbeds, and other tools but this is just a little bit of an emerging broad area and also there is no any single literature that presents an extensive survey or review study on experimental tools available for WSN research purposes. The objective of this contribution is to present an extensive survey on experimental tools especially used for WSN research purposes that are based on various criteria, sce-many new emerging issues to network designers. Traditionally, the three main techniques for analyzing the performance of wired and wireless networks are analytical methods, computer simulation, and physical measurement. Due to many constraints imposed on sensor networks, such as energy limitation, decentralized collaboration and fault tolerance, algorithms for sensor networks tend to be quite complex and usually defy analytical methods that have been proved to be fairly effective for traditional networks. Furthermore, few sensor networks have come into existence, for there are still many unsolved research problems, so measurement is virtually impossible [1] . It appears that simulation is the only feasible approach to the quantitative analysis of sensor networks.
Limitations of the Simulation
The challenge of developing, deploying, and debugging applications on the realistic environment will be unmet with simulations. Many of the current simulators are unable to model many essential characteristics of the real world. Simulations are based on common simplified assumptions and these do not produce accurate results. The simulation results are only as good as the model and they are still only estimated or projected outcomes. Especially for wireless sensor networks simulation models do not capture the radio and sensor irregularity. In a research contribution [2] some issues are arises that really influencing the simulation results when simulators are directly used:
The first one is that there should be an impact on simulation results by operating system architecture on which simulator is installed and result would have been taken.
The second one is that all of cases simulators use a simulated clock, which advances in constant increments of time. Constant increment of time is decided by time stamp of the earliest event. So we must replace simulation clock with real system clock.
The third one is that all simulators has its own protocol stack in its core (kernel) called simulator protocol stack. There are several problems in order to use a simulator protocol stack as a real network protocol stack, such as most of the simulators have various redundant protocols at various levels of simulator protocol stack to support other types of networks for example TCP/IP based networks, Wireless Mesh Networks, Mobile Ad hoc Networks etc. The simulator also includes different radio, mobility, and propagation models. So according to our view these unnecessary redundant components must be removed in order to use a simulator protocol stack as a real protocol stack for WSNs.
The fourth one is that all simulators have its own architecture and design objectives. We have not evaluated but we can say that these factors could also influence the simulation results.
Type of Simulation
Simulators either run as in an asynchronous mode, event triggered mode, or in synchronous mode, where events happen in parallel in fixed time slots [3] :
• Synchronous Simulation: The synchronous simulation is based on rounds. At the beginning of each round, the simulators increments the global time by one unit. Then, it moves the nodes according to their mobility models and updates the connections according to the connectivity model. After that, the framework iterates over the set of nodes and performs these steps for each node.
• Asynchronous Simulation: The asynchronous simulation is purely event based. The simulator holds a list of message events and timer events, which is sorted by the time when these events should happen (arrival of message, execution of timer-handler). The simulator repeatedly picks the most recent event and executes it.
In general, the asynchronous simulation mode runs much faster than the synchronous mode. The main reason lies in the fact that the synchronous simulation mode loops over all nodes and performs for each node the set of fixed steps even if most of the nodes may not do anything at all. Whereas in asynchronous mode, only message and timer events are processed and no unnecessary cycles are wasted.
Categorization of Simulators
In a research contribution WSN Simulators are categorized [4] as:
• Generic Network Simulators: Generic network simulators simulate systems with a focus on networking aspects. The user of the simulator typically writes the simulation application in a high level language different from the one used for the real sensor network. Since the focus of the simulation is on networking the simulator typically provides detailed simulation of the radio medium, but less detailed simulation of the nodes.
• Code Level Simulators: Code level simulators use the same code in simulation as in real sensor network nodes. The code is compiled for the machine that is running the simulator, typically a PC workstation that is magnitudes faster than the sensor node. Typically code level simulators are operating system speci fic since they need to replace driver code for the sensors and radio chips available on the node with driver code that instead have hooks into the simulator.
• Firmware Level Simulators: These simulators are based on emulation of the sensor nodes and the software that runs in the simulator is the actual firmware that can be deployed in the real sensor network. This approach gives the highest level of detail in the simulation and enables accurate execution statistics. This type of simulation provides emulation of microprocessor, radio chip and other peripherals and simulation of radio medium. Due to the high level of detail provided by firmware level simulators, they are usually slower than code level or generic network simulators.
In another research contribution [5] , simulators have been classified into the following three major categories based on complexity:
• Algorithm Level Simulators: Some simulators focus on the logic, data structure and presentation of the algorithms. For example, AlgoSensim analyzes specific algorithms in WSNs, e.g. localization, distributed routing, flooding, etc. Shawn is targeted to simulate the effect caused by a phenomenon, improve scalability and support free choice of the implementation model. Sinalgo offers a message passing view of the network, which captures well the view of actual network devices.
• Packet Level Simulators: Some simulators implement the Data Link and Physical Layers in a typical OSI network stack. The most popular and widely used network simulator NS-2 is not originally targeted to WSNs but IP networks. SensorSim is an extension to NS-2 which provides battery models, radio propagation models and sensor channel models. J-Sim adopts loosely-coupled, component-based programming model, and it supports real-time process-driven simulation. GloMoSim is designed using the parallel discrete-event simulation capability provided by PAR-SEC.
• Instruction Level Simulators: Some simulators model the CPU execution at the level of instructions or even cycles. They are often regarded as emulators. They compute the power of a particular sensor's hardware platform in WSNs. TOSSIM simulates the TinyOS network stack at the bit level. Atemu is an emulator that can run nodes with distinct applications at the same time. Several simulators exist that are either adjusted or developed specifically for wireless sensor networks. Here is a list presenting 63 simulators/simulation frameworks with their highly influential features related to WSNs:
• Network Simulator [6, 7] (specially higher versions, like NS-3) has been used to evaluate WSNs but the accuracy of results with lower versions (NS-2) are questionable since the MAC protocols, packet formats, and energy models are very different from those of typical sensor network platforms. NS-3 is a discrete-event network simulator for Internet systems. NS-3 is a new simulator (not backwards-compatible with NS-2).
• Mannasim (NS-2 Extension for WSNs) [8] is a wireless sensor networks simulation environment based on the NS-2. Mannasim extends NS-2 introducing new modules for design, development and analysis of different WSN applications. Having Script Generator Tool (SGT) for TCL script creation.
• TOSSIM [9, 10] is a TinyOS mote simulator which is useful for testing both the algorithms and implementations; however it does not simulate the physical phenomena that are sensed.
• TOSSF [11] is very similar to, and inspired by TOS-SIM. TOSSF addresses the limitations of TOSSIM but one limitation of TOSSF is that it no longer simulates the devices as accurately as TOSSIM.
• PowerTOSSIMz [12] is a power modeling extension to TOSSIM. PowerTOSSIM accurately models power consumed by TinyOS applications, i.e. efficient power simulation for TinyOS applications.
• ATEMU [13] is a Sensor Network Emulator/Simulator/Debugger. The primary strength of ATEMU is that it is most accurate simulator for a particular hardware platform. Conversely, the main limitation of ATEMU is its dependence on the Mica-2 Mote hardware architecture.
• COOJA [14] is a Contiki OS simulator which allows for cross-level simulation. It is a novel type of wireless sensor network simulation that enables holistic simultaneous simulation at different levels. In COOJA one simulation can contain nodes from several different abstraction levels. These are the network level, the operating system level, and the machine code level.
• GloMoSim (Global Mobile Information Systems Simulation) [15] suffers the same problems as NS, i.e., the packet formats, energy models, and MAC protocols are not representative of those used in WSNs. While GloMoSim has been used to evaluate WSNs but the accuracy of results is questionable.
• QualNet [16] is the commercial version of GloMoSim with upgraded features such as, providing a comprehensive environment for designing protocols, creating and animating experiments, and analyzing the results of those experiments.
• SENSE [17] does not support sensors, physical phenomena, or environmental effects. Overall, the MAC protocol support and radio propagation make SENSE less than ideal for accurate evaluation of WSNs re-search.
• VisualSENSE [18] is a good framework but it does not provide any protocols above the wireless medium, nor sensor or physical phenomena other than sound.
• AlgoSenSim [19] can be used by researchers and developers who want to test their distributed algorithms and/or protocols in realistic wireless channel and radio models, with a realistic node behavior especially relating to access of the radio. Castalia can also be used to evaluate different platform characteristics for specific applications, since it is highly parametric, and can simulate a wide range of platforms.
• J-Sim (formerly JavaSim) [24] is a truly platformneutral, component-based, compositional simulation environment. J-Sim provides support for sensors and physical phenomena. Energy modeling, with the exception of radio energy consumption, is also appropriate for sensor networks. However, the only MAC protocol provided for wireless networks is IEEE 802.11. Therefore, accuracy of simulations still suffers.
• JiST/SWANS (Java in Simulation Time/Scalable Wireless Ad hoc Network Simulator) [25] : JiST is a high-performance discrete event simulation engine that runs over a standard Java virtual machine. It is a prototype of a new general-purpose approach to building discrete event simulators, called virtual machine-based simulation. SWANS is a scalable wireless network simulator built atop the JiST platform. Its capabilities are similar to NS-2 and GloMoSim but are able to simulate much larger networks.
• JiST/SWANS++ [26] is an extended version of JiST/ SWANS provides more realistic and meaningful simulation results.
• Avrora [27] • DiSenS (Distributed SENsor network Simulation) [51] is a complete scalable and extensible distributed simulation system for sensor networks, which provides a cycle-accurate device emulator that is extendable by various fidelity-enhancing models (radio, power etc.) for tunable simulation accuracy. A key distinguishing feature of DiSenS is that it is implemented for distributed-memory parallel cluster systems.
• WISDOM [52] [57] is a prototype software tool, designed to support the balance the lifetime of a WSN and the quality of data (QoD) that is sampled and processed. Including elements of power consumption characteristics and built to mimic real performances of Mica motes (both in data transfer rate and power consumption -on/off modes), this graphical interface tool is created towards investigating various aspects of development, as well as building applications/simu-lations for such networks. Both SNSim and its event driven simulation engine are written in Java, which offers an enhanced portability and efficiency of development time.
• SNIPER-WSNSim [58] is a less known simulator that is specifically designed for WSNs and benefits from the richness of the .Net framework 3.5 and from the portability of the C# language. It is a graphical interface based simulator that deals with particular sector of WSN development such as sensor nodes distribution, routing protocols and clustering.
• SNAP [59] is defined as an integrated hardware simulation and deployment platform. It is a microprocessor that can be used in two ways: as the core of a deployed sensor or as a part of an array of processors that performs parallel simulation. Again, "real" code for sensors can be simulated. By combining arrays of SNAPs (called Network on a Chip), it is claimed to be able to simulate networks on the order of 100,000 nodes.
• SimPy [60] is a bare simulation written in Python. In SimPy, the basic simulation entities are processes. They are executed in parallel and may exchange Python objects among each other. Most processes include an infinite loop in which the main actions of the process are performed. Besides abstractions for processes and the related exchange of objects, SimPy provides instructions for the synchronization of simulation processes and commands for the monitoring of simulation data. Unlike the other simulators, there is no public available network models exist for it.
• Mule [61] is a hybrid simulator that combines the ease of debugging multiple simulated motes on a host PC with high fidelity of message transmission and sensor data acquisition of physical motes.
• CaVi [62] provides a uniform interface to state-ofthe-art simulation methods and formal verification methods for WSN. Due to the probabilistic behavior of WSNs systems, however, the simulation covers only a small fraction of all possible behaviors. Formal model checking techniques, based on Markov Decision Processes, use less detailed and more abstract models and compute exact probabilities and expected values for the entire behavior, where simulation can only give averages. It allows for creating a single model for simulation, Monte-Carlo simulation, and model checking.
• Ptolemy [63] is a discrete event simulator and a design tool for concurrent, real time, embedded systems. It could be used to simulate WSNs. In fact VisualSense, which is a framework built on top of Ptolemy, is intended to assist researchers in the design, visualization and simulation of wireless sensor networks. In Visual Sence sensor nodes could be defined using either the discrete event blocks or the continuous time and real time blocks available on Ptolemy. In addition, the sensor nodes could also be written in Java to meet specific needs.
• Maple [64] is a simulator which allows researchers and WSNs developers to focus on particular aspects such as sensor nodes distribution and WSNs lifetime estimation. Moreover, the parallel processing capability presents an important feature for further distributed simulations. Furthermore, the intuitive and convivial user interface makes the simulator accessible for the average users while being flexible and scalable for improvements for advanced users.
• WISENES (Wireless Sensor Network Simulator) [65] simulates high level WSN protocol and application designs and provides accurate information about their performance in a real environment. The WISENES framework implements models for transmission medium (for modeling wireless communications), sensing channel (for physical phenomena) and nodes (for physical node platforms). The designer selects the protocols from the library or implements new ones in SDL and integrates them to the WISENES framework. The framework components and node protocols communicate using SDL signals. A node model can be dynamically instantiated separately for each simulated node. Thus, virtually any number of nodes can be simulated simultaneously.
• WSNet-Worldsens and WSim [66] : WSNet is an event driven, large scale wireless sensor network simulator. WSNet uses models for applications, protocols and radio medium communication with a parameterized accuracy. WSim can be connected to WSNet, in place of the application and protocol models used during the high level simulation to achieve a full distributed application simulation. WSNet and WSNet+WSim allow a continuous refinement from high level estimations down to low level real-time validation.
• LSU Sensor Simulator [67] is a framework for simulating WSNs. It is a customizable and extendible simulator, which allows testing and analyzing software for WSNs. The users can subclass the framework classes and customize the behavior of various network layers. This sub classing gives a way to the developers and an opportunity to analyze and investigate phenomenological, networking, robustness and scaling issues, to explore arbitrary algorithms for distributed sensors, independent of hardware constraint.
• WSNGE [68] is a flexible and extensible environment that provides a highly scalable simulator with unique characteristics such as: focuses on user friendliness, providing every function in both scriptable and visual way, allowing the researcher to define simulations and view results in an easy to use graphical environment. Unlike other solutions, WSNGE does not distinguish between different scenario types, allowing multiple different protocols to run at the same time. It enables rich online interaction with running simulations, allowing parameters, topologies or the whole scenario to be altered at any point in time.
• TikTak [69] is a scalable simulator for WSNs including hardware/software interaction. Specifically allows the design exploration and the complete microprocessor-instruction-level debug of network formation, data congestion, nodes interaction, all in one simulation environment. An innovative feature is the co-emulation of selected nodes at clock-cycle-accurate hardware processing level, allowing code debug and exact execution latency evaluation (considering both protocol stack and application), together with other nodes at abstract protocol level, meeting a designer's needs of simulation speed, scalability and reliability. The simulator is centered on the Zigbee protocol and can be retargeted for different node micro-architectures.
Emulators for Wireless Sensor Networks
As a networked embedded system, a WSN application involves sensor node hardware, its drivers, operating systems, and networking protocols. As a result, the performance of the WSN application depends on all of these factors in addition to its implementation. An emulator is a special type of simulator whose aims is to enable realistic performance evaluation for WSN applications. Emulation environment or emulators are good choice, in which WSN applications can be directly run for testing, debugging, and performance evaluation. Additionally, studies on the lower layers (e.g., hardware drivers, OS, and networking) as well as cross-layer techniques can also be done in this environment by plugging the target modules into the emulator. For example, emulators can compute the power of a particular sensor's hardware platform in WSNs [70, 71] .
Here is a list which presents 14 emulators with their highly vital features related to WSNs:
• VMNET (Virtual Mote Network) [70, 71] has a highly modularized architecture for assembling virtual hardware components. Target WSN is emulated as a virtual mote network. The CPU of a mote (sensor node) is emulated at the CPU clock cycle level, and the sensing units and other hardware peripherals are also emulated in sufficient detail. The radio signal transmission is emulated by the communication between VMs with the effects of signal loss and noise. Moreover, VMNet takes parameter values from the real world and logs detailed running status of application code. As a result, the binary code of the target WSN application can be run directly on the VMN, and the application performance, both in response time and in power consumption, can be reported realistically in VMNet.
• ATEMU [13] is a sensor network emulator/simulator/debugger for AVR processor based systems. Along with support for the AVR processor, it also includes support for other peripheral devices on the Mica-2 sensor node platform such as the radio. Atemu can be used to perform high fidelity large scale sensor network emulation studies in a controlled environment. The atemu emulator core can simulate arbitrary numbers of nodes and can model their execution and interactions between them, such as radio communications in extremely fine detail. It offers nearly complete emulation of the Mica-2 hardware platform and as a result provides results that are closer to real life operation of a distributed sensor network. The only difference between running an actual network of the Mica-2 sensor nodes and emulating it in Atemu is the operation of the "air".
• Emstar [34, 35 ] is a programming model and software framework for creating Linux-based sensor network applications that are self configuring, reactive to dynamics, and can either be interactively debugged or operate without user interaction. The goal of EmStar is to facilitate a more direct interaction with underlying modules by doing away with strict layering, but in a way that does not sacrifice very much modularity or layers of conceptual abstraction. The EmStar execution environment makes code easier to debug. The same code and configuration can be run on real nodes (either using low-power radios such as motes, or 802.11), as a pure simulation, or in a hybrid mode that combines processing done in simulation and communication, sensing, and actuation on real (physical) channels. The same source code can be used in any of these modes without changes. Developers can seamlessly iterate between simulation and reality.
• TOSSIM [9, 10] : Initially, work on TinyOS was very low level, exploring things such as media access, sensor filtering, and timer implementations. The initial design of TOSSIM was focused on this work: it simulates every bit of the Mica platform radio i stack. As this work was matured, more and more effort has been spent on higher layers, such as complex applications. In order to support developers of these larger systems, TOSSIM currently implementing a packetlevel simulation for the Mica-2 platform. The challenge is to capture all of the issues and problems that can arise in communication (timing, packet corruption, MAC) while remaining efficient.
• AvroraZ/Avrora [27] 
Data Visualization Tools for Wireless Sensor Networks
With the increase in applications for sensor networks, data manipulation and representation have become a crucial component of sensor networks. The data gathered from WSNs is usually saved in the form of numerical form in a central base station. There are many programs that facilitate the viewing of these large amounts of data. These special programs are called data visualization tool for WSNs. Visualization tools can support different data types, and visualize the information using a flexible multi-layer mechanism that renders the information on a visual canvas.
Here is a list presenting 19 data visualization tools [79] It also tries to establish a sensor network control interface. The tool will include several facilities to treat sensor network data. It allows the generation of evolution charts, interpolation maps, evolution data videos, and report generation. It also includes modules to add external data not collected by nodes, but related to the network conditions. Node Management will be possible thanks to the execution of commands in network nodes, to perform changes in network operation.
• SenseView [93] is a tool that enables hierarchical and visual browsing of physical location information and sensor values. Visual maps can be created by composing polygons, each with the ability to link to a different view. Access to real-time data is provided by directly subscribing to event nodes captured as links in the map. The event nodes also provide attribute information describing the sensors. Map information is fetched from a dedicated map server with its own access control lists based on SOX authentication. Much like a web browser with hyperlinks, SenseView allows a user to traverse through different views by clicking on different parts of the map. The user can select and subscribe to available event nodes given the correct permissions.
• XbowNet [94] is a CrossBow's sensor network visualization tool for xbow sensor nodes. A corresponding software driver called xServe is installed on gateway for the purpose of converting sensed data into XML stream and providing a TCP/IP service on port 9005, which can be used for visualization.
Testbeds for Wireless Sensor Networks
To achieve high-fidelity in WSN experiments use of testbed is very prolific. Testbeds are an environment that provides support to measure number of physical parameters in controlled and reliable environment. This environment contains the hardware, instrumentations, simulators, various software and other support elements needed to conduct a test. Generally, testbeds allow for rigorous, transparent and replicable testing. Obstacles to using testbeds are:
• Large Scale (LS): Until today, due to limited financial support it is very expensive to buy and maintain a testbed with large number of sensor nodes.
• Not Replicable Environment (NRE):
For hazardous applications deploying a real testbed can cause serious damage of sensor nodes and testbeds. By providing the realistic environments for testing the experiments, the testbeds bridge the gap between the simulation and deployment of real devices. The testbeds thus deployed can improve the speed of innovation and productive research.
Here is a list presenting 28 testbeds in highly conclusive manner used for experimental purposes in various universities, colleges, research institutions or by individuals:
• Motelab [95] is an experimental WSN deployed in Maxwell Dworkin Laboratory, the Electrical Engineering and Computer Science building at Harvard University. MoteLab consists of a set of permanently-deployed sensor network nodes connected to a central server which handles reprogramming and data logging while providing a web interface for creating and scheduling jobs on the testbed. MoteLab accelerates application deployment by streamlining access to a large, fixed network of real sensor network devices; it accelerates debugging and development by automating data logging, allowing the performance of sensor network software to be evaluated offline. Additionally, by providing a web interface MoteLab allows both local and remote users access to the testbed, and its scheduling and quota system ensure fair sharing. The MoteLab source is freely available, easy to install, and already in use at several other research institutions. [103] provides a multi-level infrastructure of interconnected testbeds of large-scale wireless sensor networks for research purposes, pursuing an interdisciplinary approach that integrates the aspects of hardware, software, algorithms, and data.
• REALnet [104] is an embryonic environmental WSN at the "Campus del Baix Llobregat" of the UPC (Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya Testbed for Radio-Harsh Environments) [109] is an open access, multi-user experimental facility (MXF) that supports the development and evaluation of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) for radio-harsh environments (RHEs). The testbed supports the R&D of emerging WSN technologies, including protocols, security, physical layer, the validation of wireless solutions for industrial processes, propagation models, and cross-layer optimization.
• NESC-Testbed [110] 1.0 provides an actual platform for the testing and developing of algorithm, protocol in WSN. B/S 3-tier and wireless-wired combined framework are used in this testbed, which makes the system user-friendly, easily used, robust and stable.
• • TWIST [116] testbed is owned by Technical University Berlin. They help users load programs and run experiments such as time synchronization and power control. The system is divided into two major parts. The first part is the server to serve the demands of users and control all of nodes. The second part includes two types of sensor nodes, eyesIFX v2 and Telos motes which are plugged onto the switch. The architecture is extended form the UC Berkeley's Omega testbed and Motescope testbed.
• ENL Sensor Network Testbed [117] is intended to provide a multi-hop sensor network that could be used for the real time analysis and evaluation of sensor network application. The ENL sensor network testbed consist of a number of mote assemblies hanging from the ceiling forming a grid pattern. Each mote assembly consists of a Mica mote and the standard programming board. The testbed provides means of remotely programming the motes and collecting data from the testbed.
• X-sensor [118] is a new sensor network testbed integrates multiple sensor networks deployed at different sites. X-sensor provides three functionalities: (a) a sensor network search which enables users to find a sensor networks appropriate for experiment and data acquisition, (b) a sensor data archive which provides users with various sensor data acquired by sensor nodes, and (c) an experimental testbed which enables remote users to evaluate their network and data management protocols.
• GNOMES [119] is a lowcost hardware and software testbed. This testbed was designed to explore the properties of heterogeneous wireless sensor networks, to test theory in sensor networks architecture, and be deployed in practical application environments.
• PICSENSE [120] is a single hop WSN testbed which will send the sensor information to the gateway node.
The gateway node will act as an embedded web server which serves the web pages with the dynamic data.
Most of the testbed uses commercial gateway nodes like stargate which is not as flexible as the Rabbit gateway node, which is used in this testbed to integrate the WSNs with the IP networks. The firmware in the Rabbit gateway node can be designed to make the configuration of the gateway node either as a HTTP server or a FTP server or a simple router.
• SOWNet [121] Technologies T301 Testbed is primarily a WSN testbed consisting of SOWNet G-Node G301 wireless sensor nodes. Each sensor node is attached to a G-Node testbed adaptor module for connecting the sensor emulation feature. Up to 4 GNodes and GTA301 modules can be interfaced to a single mini PC. The mini PC is connected to an IP network using its wired or wireless networking capability. This allows many mini PCs and a vast number of G-Nodes to form a WSN testbed together and still be managed from a single management console, possibly over the internet.
• NetEye [122] is a high-fidelity testbed consists of 130 TelosB motes at Wayne State University. In addition to providing a local facility for supporting research and educational activities, NetEye is being connected to Kansei as a part of the Kansei consortium. NetEye testbed consists of a controlled indoor environment with a set of sensor nodes and wireless nodes deployed permanently. NetEye testbed provides a web interface to create and schedule a job on the testbed while automated reprogramming of the sensor devices and storing the experimental data on to the server. In addition to above discussed 28 WSN testbeds there are also a number of other academic and industrial testbed deployments. Some of these WSN testbeds are: SenseNet [123] , Omega [124] , Motescope [124] , Sharesense [125] , Trio [126] 
Debuggers for Wireless Sensor Networks
Due to extreme resource constraints nature, deployment in harsh and unattended environments, lack of run-time support tools and limited visibility into the root causes of system and application level faults make WSNs notoriously difficult to debug. Currently, most debugging systems in WSNs are aimed at diagnosing specific faults, such as detection of crashed nodes, sensor faults, or identifying faulty behavior in nodes. There are few debugging solutions for WSNs available, with a fairly wide range of goals and feature sets. Debuggers for WSNs have been categorized [139] into three distinct categories:
• Source-level debuggers • Query-oriented debuggers, and • Decision-tree debuggers.
Here is a list presenting 26 debuggers and debugging concepts with their summarized content related to WSNs:
• Clairvoyant [140] is comprehensive source-level debugger for wireless, embedded networks. With Clairvoyant, a developer can wirelessly connect to a sensor network and execute standard debugging commands including break, step, watch, and back trace, as well as new commands that are specially designed for debugging WSNs. Clairvoyant attempts to minimize its effect on the program being debugged in terms of network load, memory footprint, execution speed, clock consistency, and flash lifetime.
• Dustminer [141] is a tool for uncovering bugs due to interactive complexity in networked sensing applications. Such bugs are not localized to one component that is faulty, but rather result from complex and unexpected interactions between multiple often individually non-faulty components. Because of the distributed nature of failure scenarios, this tool looks for sequences of events that may be responsible for faulty behavior, as opposed to localized bugs such as a bad pointer in a module. With this tool an extensible framework is developed where front-end collects runtime data logs of the system being debugged and an offline back-end uses frequent discriminative pattern mining to uncover likely causes of failure. The tool helped uncover event sequences that lead to a highly degraded mode of operation. Fixing the problem significantly improved the performance of the protocol.
• Sympathy [142] is a tool for detecting and debugging failures in sensor networks. Sympathy has selected metrics that enable efficient failure detection, and includes an algorithm that root-causes failures and localizes their sources in order to reduce overall failure notifications and point the user to a small number of probable causes.
• FIND [143] is a novel method to detect nodes with data faults that neither assumes a particular sensing model nor requires costly event injections. After the nodes in a network detect a natural event, FIND ranks the nodes based on their sensing readings as well as their physical distances from the event. It works for systems where the measured signal attenuates with distance. A node is considered faulty if there is a significant mismatch between the sensor data rank and the distance rank.
• REDFLAG [144] is the fault detection service for WSN applications, a Run-timE, Distributed, Flexible, detector of faults that is also Lightweight and Generic. REDFLAG addresses the two most worrisome issues in data-driven wireless sensor applications: abnormal data and missing data. REDFLAG exposes faults as they occur by using distributed algorithms in order to conserve energy. Simulation results show that RED-FLAG is lightweight both in terms of footprint and required power resources while ensuring satisfactory detection and diagnosis accuracy. Being unrestrictive, REDFLAG is generically available to a myriad of applications and scenarios. As a matter of fact, RED-FLAG has been applied into a subsurface contaminant transport model to improve the model performance in the presence of erroneous sensor data.
• Chowkidar [145] is a stabilizing protocol that provides accurate and efficient network health monitoring in WSNs. This approach adapts the well-known problem of message-passing rooted spanning tree construction and its use in propagation of information with feedback (PIF) for the case of a WSN. The Chowkidar protocol is initiated upon demand; that is, it does not involve ongoing maintenance, and it terminates with accurate results, including detection of failure and restart during the monitoring process. Chowkidar is distinguished from others in two important ways. Given the resource constraints of WSNs, it is message-efficient in that it uses only a few messages per node. Also, it tolerates ongoing node and link failure and node restart, in contrast to requiring that faults stop during convergence. Chowkidar protocol has been implemented as part of enabling a network health status service that is tightly integrated with a remotely accessible wireless sensor network testbed, Kansei, at the Ohio State University.
• ActorNet [146] is an agent based framework for dynamically programming and debugging WSNs. endusers (WSN operators but not necessarily programmers) define actors in an expressive, high-level language to specify debugging logic. The framework allows actors to move through the network in order to accomplish their objective.
• Debugging WSNs Using Mobile Actors [147] approach is for post-mortem debugging of WSNs using autonomous and mobile actors. By allowing the computation (mobile actor) to move to the nodes where the data is located, to overcome the necessity of moving the data while still providing the flexibility necessary to diagnose errors in WSNs. In this approach two mechanisms are defined for debugging-namely, forward tracking and backward tracking in which an actor, starting at an error state, tracks the causal events, respectively, forward or backward in time in order to determine the root cause of the error.
• Monitored External Global State (MEGS) [148] To use EnviroLog, an application programmer needs only to specify two types of simple annotations to the source code. Automatically, the preprocessor embeds EnviroLog into any desired level of an event-driven architecture. It records all events generated by lower layers and can replay them later to upper layers on demand.
• NodeMD [152] is a fault management system designed to improve node debugging capabilities prior to deployment, and enable remote debugging on in-situ sensor nodes that fail. This system successfully implements lightweight run-time detection, logging, and notification of software faults on wireless moteclass devices. It introduces a debug mode that catches a failure before it completely disables a node and drops the node into a state that enables further diagnosis and correction, thus avoiding on-site redeployment. It offers simple annotations to trace and avoid critical errors in specific parts of the code.
• StackGaurd [153] is a more generic tool for detecting stack corruption caused by buffer overruns (e.g., when the return address of a function is over-written). This problem is also known as the buffer overrun security exploit. Having received intensive attention, this problem is addressed in multiple ways, and StackGuard is one of the better-known techniques in that it virtually eliminates all buffer overflows with the help of the canary word. More specifically, StackGuard modifies the generated prologue and epilogue code for functions to insert canary words. The assumption held by StackGuard is that if some code in a function modifies the return address, it must have modified the canary word as well, assuming that the application does not know the value and size of the canary word. By checking the integrity of the canary word, StackGuard can detect malfunctioning code.
• KleeNet [154] is a debugging environment for highcoverage testing of sensor network applications before deployment. It enables the detection of bugs that result from complex interactions of multiple nodes, nondeterministic events in the network, and unpredictable data inputs. KleeNet executes unmodified sensor network applications on symbolic input and automatically injects non-deterministic failures. As a result, KleeNet generates distributed execution paths at high-coverage, including low-probability cornercase situations. Built on the symbolic virtual machine KLEE, KleeNet makes the following four key contributions and facilitates rigorous testing of distributed WSN applications and protocols: Coverage, Non-determinism, Distributed Assertions and Repeatability.
• Marionette [155] is a system that allows calling functions and inspecting and changing memory locations in deployed nodes through an RPC-based system. A developer can use this much like a debugger, although because it uses the wireless channel of the network it has a large impact on the operation of the network.
• Passive Distributed Assertions (PDA) [156] allows developers to detect such failures and provides hints on possible causes. PDA allow a programmer to formulate assertions over distributed node states using a simple declarative language, causing the sensor network to emit information that can be passively collected (e.g., using packet sniffing) and evaluated to verify that assertions hold. This passive approach allows us to minimize the interference between the application and assertion verification. Further, this system provides mechanisms to deal with inaccurate traces that result from message loss and synchronization inaccuracies.
• Nucleus [157] network management system (NMS) facilitates monitoring of running WSN applications by providing access to the internal data structures of TinyOS nesC components over the network. To reduce interference of the Nucleus system and the WSN application, data is only sent over the network in response to a user query. In addition to this query approach, unexpected events are logged to persistent local storage and can be retrieved later from the node on demand.
• MDB [158] is a GDB like post-mortem debugging system for wireless embedded networks that exploits macro programming to provide four abstract views of a system state: 1) the temporally synchronous view, 2) the logically synchronous view, 3) the historical view, and 4) the hypothetical view. It enables application development and debugging at a single level of abstraction. It eliminates the need for a programmer to reason about low-level event traces and message passing protocols, instead allowing debugging in terms of abstract data types.
• SNTS (Sensor Network Troubleshooting Suite) [159] uses distributed sniffer sensor nodes that record overheard traffic in local Flash storage. After an experiment, the nodes are collected and the packet traces are transferred to a central server. SNTS decodes the raw packet dumps based on a text file that describes the packet format. As an example for a possible processing of the packet traces, the authors employed machine-learning algorithms to identify bad sequences of events, which lead to an observed bug in the protocol/system, allowing them to fix the problem.
• ANDES [160] is a framework for detection and finding the root causes of anomalies in operational WSNs. The key novelty of ANDES is that it correlates information from two sources: one in the data plane as a result of regular data collection in WSNs, the other in the management plan implemented via a separate routing protocol, making it resilient to routing anomaly in the data plane. Unlike existing WSN diagnosis tools, it does not distinguish among faults due to software or hardware bugs and those induced by security threats or intrusion. Rather, it utilizes specifications of the targeted application known apriori and normal behaviors established by a self-learning algorithm to identify potential anomalies. Localizing the faulty entities is made possible by incorporating inferred knowledge of routes and fault signatures on a central node (typically the sink).
• EvAnT [161] allows for specifying queries that are executed on the collected traces. EvAnT is specifically tailored to WSN testing and debugging.
• Storage-centric method for Debugging [162] : In this method performance and log data are stored locally on the node. This method opens new possibilities for debugging: A node can process the data itself; Neighbors can share performance and log data to detect root causes of problems and maybe even resolve problems; An operator can in an efficient one-hop batch download the data using a mobile node; A node can decide on its own when it is time to send stored log data to the sink for processing; The sink can request data on demand at the desired level of granularity.
• Model-based diagnosis for WSNs [163] is a technique where a model of a system is combined with observations from that system, to generate diagnoses for failures of the system. The basic premise of this solution is to use the distributed nature of a WSN to solve these problems. By running a simple inference engine on every node, with a small local model, nodes can generate conflict sets. If the model can be made to only use local observations, observations no longer need to be sent over the network. As a final step, conflicts generated by the local inference engine can be sent to the sink node, which then calculates the minimal hitting set of these conflicts to produce the diagnoses.
• Post-Deployment Performance Debugging (PD2) [164] is a data-centric approach that focuses on the data flows that an application generates, and relates poor application performance to significant data losses or latencies of some data flows (problematic data flows) as they go through the software modules on individual nodes and through the network. PD2 derives a few inference rules based on the data dependencies between different software modules, as well as between different nodes, and use them to trace back in each problematic flow. Then, PD2 turns on the performance monitoring of, and collects debugging information from, only those modules and nodes that the problematic flows go through. Finally, PD2 provides the debugging information to help users isolate the causes of poor performance.
• S 2 DB [165] is a debugger based on a distributed full system WSN simulator with high fidelity and scalable performance, DiSenS. By exploiting the potential of DiSenS as a scalable full system simulator, S 2 DB extends conventional debugging methods by adding novel device level, program source level, group level, and network level debugging abstractions.
• Wringer [139] is an integrated debugging framework that allows for rapid prototyping and deployment of debugging tools: passive, active, in-network, and gateway-based. The goal is to utilize these rapid-prototyping capabilities to discover the core set of debugging primitives that can detect and fix the majority of WSNs bugs.
Code-Updaters for Wireless Sensor Networks
Large scale WSNs may be deployed for long periods of time during which the requirements from the network or the environment in which the nodes are deployed may change. This may necessitate modifying the executing application or re-tasking the existing application with different sets of parameters, which will collectively refer to as code-updation/reprogramming. The relevant forms of code-updation/reprogramming are [166] :
• Remote Multi-hop Reprogramming: It is the most relevant form of code-updation/reprogramming which uses the wireless medium to reprograms the nodes as they are embedded in their sensing environment.
• Incremental Reprogramming: It is also attractive because it transfers a small delta (difference between the old and the new software) so that code-updation/reprogramming time and energy can be minimized. Incremental Reprogramming poses several challenges. A class of operating systems, including the widely used TinyOS, does not support dynamic linking of software components on a node. SOS and Contiki, do support dynamic linking, however, their reprogramming support also does not handle changes to the kernel modules.
Here is a list presenting 10 code-updaters/ reprogramming with their highly conclusive features related to WSNs:
• Trickle [167] is an algorithm for propagating and maintaining code updates in WSNs. Borrowing techniques from the epidemic/gossip, scalable multicast, and wireless broadcast literature, Trickle uses a "polite gossip" policy, where motes periodically broadcast a code summary to local neighbors but stay quiet if they have recently heard a summary identical to theirs. When a mote hears an older summary than its own, it broadcasts an update. Instead of flooding a network with packets, the algorithm controls the send rate so each mote hears a small trickle of packets, just enough to stay up to date.
• MARWIS (Management ARchitecture for WIreless Sensor Networks) [89] supports common management tasks such as visualization, monitoring, (re)configuretion, updating and reprogramming. One of the main features of MARWIS is its hierarchical architecture. The applications running on the sensor nodes or net work properties can be reconfigured using the user in terface. Furthermore, updating and reprogramming the sensor nodes is a very important issue. In large WSNs manual execution of this task is unfeasible, and a mechanism to handle it automatically and dynamically over the network is required. Both the OS and applica tions must be updated, either fully or partially.
• Multihop Over-the-Air Programming (MOAP) [168] is a code distribution mechanism specifically targeted for Mica-2 Motes. These are the following implementation choices for MOAP: Ripple dissemination protocol, Unicast retransmission policy and Sliding Window for segment management. The current version of MOAP has been successfully used to repeatedly reprogram motes up to four hops away from the base station, using code images of various sizes, ranging from 600 up to 30K bytes.
• FlexCup [169] is a flexible and efficient code update mechanism for WSNs that enable on fly reinstallation of software components in TinyOS-based nodes.
FlexCup is an application that consists of a compiler-extension (FlexCup-Analyzer), a middleware component (code distribution algorithm), a standalone operating system (FlexCup-Linker), and a kernel component (FlexCup-Bootloader). It is able to reconfigure exchange or reinstall parts of an application. It has two phases: Code generation phase and linking phase.
• Zephyr [166] is a multi-hop incremental reprogramming protocol. It reduces the delta size by using application-level modifications to mitigate the effects of function shifts. Then it compares the binary images at the byte-level with a novel method to create small delta that is then sent over the wireless network to all the nodes.
• Deluge [170] is an epidemic protocol and operates as a state machine where each node follows a set of strictly local rules to achieve a desired global behavior: the quick, reliable dissemination of large data objects to many nodes. Deluge considers many subtle issues to achieve high performance. The first is its density-aware capability, where redundant advertisement and request messages are suppressed to minimize contention. Second, Deluge's three-phase handshaking protocol helps ensure that a bidirectional link exists before transferring data. Third, Deluge dynamically adjusts the rate of advertisements to allow quick propagation when needed while consuming few resources in the steady state. Fourth, Deluge attempts to minimize the set of nodes concurrently broadcasting data within a given cell. Finally, Deluge emphasizes the use of spatial multiplexing to allow parallel transfers of data.
• Stream [171] is a sensor network reprogramming protocol that significantly reduces the number of bytes to be transmitted over the wireless medium for reprogramming. It addresses a fundamental problem in all existing network reprogramming protocols, whereby the application image together with the reprogramming protocol image is transferred. Stream pre-installs the reprogramming protocol image in a node and transfers the application image with a small addition. Consequently, it reduces the reprogramming time, the number of bytes transferred, the energy expended, and the usage of program memory. Stream is implemented on TinyOS for the Mica-2 sensor node.
• Hermes [172] is a multi-hop incremental reprogramming protocol. It reduces the delta by using techniques to mitigate the effects of function and global variable shifts caused by the software modi fications.
Then it compares the binary images at the byte level with a method to create small delta that needs to be sent over the air to all the nodes.
• FIGARO [173] is a programming model supported by an efficient run-time system and distributed protocols, collectively enabling an unprecedented fine-grained control over what is being reconfigured, and where. Using FIGARO, the programmer can deal explicitly with component dependencies and version constraints.
• MNP [174] is a multi-hop network reprogramming service designed for Mica-2/XSM motes. To reduce the problem of collision and hidden terminal problem it implements a sender selection algorithm that attempts to guarantee that in a neighborhood there is at most one source transmitting the program at a time.
Further, this sender selection is greedy in that it tries to select the sender that is expected to have the most impact. It also uses pipelining to enable fast data propagation. MNP is energy efficient because it reduces the active radio time of a sensor node by putting the node into "sleep" state when its neighbors are transmitting a segment that is not of interest.
Network Monitoring Tools for Wireless Sensor Networks
WSNs are typically composed of low cost tiny hardware devices and tend to be unreliable, with failures a common phenomenon. Accurate knowledge of network health status, including nodes and links of each type, is critical for correctly configuring applications on really deployed WSN and/or WSN testbeds and for interpreting the data collected from them.
Here is a list presenting 8 network monitoring tools with their summarized features related to WSNs:
• Memento [175] is a failure detection system that requires nodes to periodically send heartbeats to the so called observer node. Those heartbeats are not directly forwarded to the sink node, but are aggregated in form of a bitmask (i.e. bitwise OR operation). The observer node is sweeping its bitmask every sweep interval and will forward the bitmask with the node missing during the next sweep interval if the node fails sending a heartbeat in between. Hence the information of the missing node is disseminated every sweep interval by one hop, eventually arriving at the sink. Memento is not making use of acknowledgements and proactively sends multiple heartbeats every sweep interval, whereas this number is estimated based on the link's estimated worst-case performance and the targeted false positive rate.
• NUCLEUS [157] is one of the network management systems for data-gathering application of WSN.
• DiMo [176] is a distributed and scalable solution for node and topology monitoring, especially designed for use with event-triggered WSNs. The monitoring is done by so called observer nodes that monitor whether the target node has checked in by sending a heartbeat within a certain monitoring time.
• MARWIS (Management Architecture for heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Networks) [89] supports common management tasks such as visualization, monitoring, (re)configuration, updating and reprogramming. The status information about every sensor node is monitored and displayed. This includes hardware features (micro-controller, memory, transceiver), software details (operating system versions, protocols, applications), dynamic properties (battery, free memory) and, if available, geographical position information.
• Sympathy [142] is a tool for detecting and debugging failures in pre-and post-deployment sensor networks, especially designed for data gathering applications. The nodes send periodic heartbeats to the sink that combines this information with passively gathered data to detect failures. For the failure detection, the sink requires receiving at least one heartbeat from the node every so called sweep interval, i.e. its lacking indicates a node failure. Direct-Heartbeat performs poorly in practice without adaptation to wireless packet losses. To meet a desired false positive rate, the rate of heartbeats has to be increased also increasing the communication cost.
• HERMES [172] is a lightweight framework and prototype tool that provides fine-grained visibility and control of a sensor node's software at run-time. HERMES's architecture is based on the notion of interposition, which enables it to provide these properties in a minimally intrusive manner, without requiring any modification to software applications being observed and controlled. HERMES provides a general, extensible, and easy-to-use framework for specifying which software components to observe and control as well as when and how this observation and control is done.
• LiveNet [177] is a set of tools and techniques for reconstructing complex dynamics of live sensor network deployments. LiveNet is based on the use of passive sniffers co-deployed with the network. Sniffer nodes can be temporary or permanent, fixed or mobile, and wired or un-tethered. Sniffers record traces of all packet activity observed on the radio channel. Traces from multiple sniffers are merged into a single trace to provide a global picture of the network's behavior. The merged trace is then subject to a series of analyses to study application behavior, data rates, network topology, and routing protocol dynamics.
• Chowkidar [145] is a reliable and scalable health monitoring protocol for wireless sensor network testbeds. It provides accurate and efficient network health monitoring in WSNs. The Chowkidar protocol is initiated upon demand and adapts the well-known problem of message-passing rooted spanning tree construction and its use in propagation of information with feedback (PIF) for the case of a WSN; that is, it does not involve ongoing maintenance, and it terminates with accurate results, including detection of failure and restart during the monitoring process. Chowkidar is distinguished from others in two important ways. Given the resource constraints of WSNs, it is message-efficient in that it uses only a few messages per node. Also, it tolerates ongoing node and link failure and node restart, in contrast to requiring that faults stop during convergence.
Educt of this Exploratory Study
Simulation tools are widely used for the purpose of exploratory analysis in validating algorithms and protocols due to their rapid prototyping and tackling large scale systems. However, even the best simulator is still not able to simulate real wireless communication environments in terms of completeness, complexity, accuracy and authenticity. Researchers use emulators of WSNs to selectively track whether their applications have executed as intended. These emulators simulate the hardware environments to facilitate the development and checking software applications. The emulator approach is quite laborious since extensive prior profiling is required. Taking these drawbacks of simulators and emulators into account, using WSN testbeds to evaluate algorithms and protocols of WSNs is essentially necessary before applying them into real world applications. The other experimental tools are also necessary before or after real deployment during whole life of real or virtual WSN. The objective of this study has clearly brought forth important findings that are very useful for researchers involve in any level of WSN experiments to find an appropriate tool. In real, efforts are on synchronic aspects for beginners than presenting highly technical aspects.
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